In this paper, we present an effective hierarchical shot classification scheme for broadcast soccer video. We first partition a video into replay and non-replay shots with replay logo detection. Then, non-replay shots are further classified into Long, Medium, Close-up or Out-field types with color and texture features based on a decision tree. We tested the method on real broadcast FIFA soccer videos, and the experimental results demonstrate its effectiveness.. 
Introduction
In recent years, sports video analysis has received increasing interests due to its tremendous commercial. A popular scheme of sports video analysis has three steps: 1) parsing the video into shots; 2) classifying shots into several types with certain semantics; 3) inferring high-level events with shot transition context. In this paper, we focus on shot classification of soccer video.
A lot of work has been done on shot classification in soccer video. The grass-ratio and non-field area distribution are often used as important features in most previous work [1] [2] [3] [12] [13] to discriminate the shots of Long, Medium, and Close-up view. In [4] , they used the moments of colour and shape as features to identify shot types, and modelled the shot temporal transition pattern with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect semantic events. Duan et al [5] extracted shape and motion information to categorize shots with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. Replay as a special scene of sports video, also plays an importance role in semantic event analysis. H. Pan et al [9] utilized an HMM to infer replay scenes, in which a zero-crossing measure was considered for the frequency and the amplitude of the fluctuations of adjacent frame differences. However, a single frame inside a replay must be pinpointed in advance. Later, they proposed another replay detection method based on replay-logo [14] . Kobla et al [15, 16] used the macroblock, motion and bit-rate information in compressed domain to detect replay scenes. Duan et al [17] developed a logo transition detection, in which the mean shift algorithm was used to seek the mood of logo transition, and then a replay scene was determined by a pair of logo-transitions. Wang et al [18] utilized context information of the concurrence of replay and other shots types to detect the replay scenes. The above replay detection methods can be categorized into two classes: replay-logo pairing and scene context modelling. However, the former scheme needs a reliable replay-logo (given or automatically learned); while the latter is not robust because the motion pattern is insufficient to intrinsically characterize replay.
In this paper, we present an effective shot classification framework of soccer video. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed hierarchical framework. Replay scene is a special scene that re-plays an interesting scene with slow motion pattern from different views. Though a replay scene may contain several shots, it is often used like a single shot for event detection, so we call it replay shot. We first learn the replay-logo by gradual logo transition and unsupervised clustering. Then we detect the replay shots based on the property that a replay shot is often sandwiched by two replay-logo transitions at the start and end points. We further categorize non-replay shots into the Long, Medium, Close-up, and Out-field types with intrinsic colour and texture features, and the Close-up shots are classified into two sub-types: close-up with field background (CloseFB) and close-up with non-field background (CloseNFB). Figure 1 shows some examples.
The rest paper is organized as follows: View representation, feature extraction, and classifier design are presented in Section 2. Replay shot detection is given in Section 3. Section 4 reports experiments. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5. 
View Representation and Classification
In sports video, almost all the shots are cut except replay transition, so for non-replay shots, we first use a two-threshold colour histogram method as in [19] to detect shot boundaries, and then classify them into the defined classes.
Predefining and Representing Views
We predefine five main types of shots: Replay, Long, Medium, Close-up (including CloseFB and CloseNFB) and Out-field shots (Figure 1 ). Their characteristics are described below:
• Replay shot: Replay is usually utilized to play back an interesting or important segment with a slowmotion pattern. It is sandwiched by two logo transitions at the start and end points. The logo appears and disappears gradually during the transition.
• Long shot: A long shot displays a global view of the game field as shown in Figure 1 (b). It is captured by a camera at a long distance. It is often used to show the play status, such as, team lineup, play position, and long pass. In a long view, the ration of the field area to the whole image is high, and the size of objects (players) within the field is small.
• Medium shot: A medium shot is a zoom-in view of a specific part of the field, as in Figure 1 (c). It is usually used to follow players who are competing intensely or show a scene before a placed kick. In a medium view, the size of objects in the play-field is bigger than that in a long view, but smaller than that in a close-up. In another point, the field ratio is also medium.
• Close-up shot: A close-up shot usually shows above-waist view, especially the face expression of one person, and it often aims at a focal character who is the leading actor of current event. There are two sub-types of close-up shots: close-up with field background (CloseFB) and with non-field background (CloseNFB), as shown in Figure 1 (d) and 1(e) respectively. The former has a higher field ratio than the latter. Additionally the CloseNFB often has complex texture because its background is audience.
• Out-field shot: An out-field shot displays the audience or other persons out of the game field. Figure  1 (f) shows an example. It indicates a break caused by highlight, such as audience cheer view after a goal. In a out-field shot, the field ratio is small, but the texture is complicated.
Designing Classifier
Based on above description, we construct a decision tree [8] to classify the shots with visual features. The tree structure is shown in Figure 3 . At level 0, the video is partitioned into the replay shots and the nonreplay segments by replay-logo detection. Then the non-replay segments are divided into the Long, Medium, Close-up, and Out-field types. We first label each frame in a shot, and then assign the shot type by the voting scheme. At level 1, the field-ratio (Field) is used to discriminate the {CloseFB Long Medium} views and the {Out-field CloseNFB} views. At the left branch of level 2, a head area under some constraints is applied to separate the CloseFB and the {Medium Long} views. At the right branch, a texture feature of the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is utilized to distinguish the Out-field and the CloseNFB views. At level 3, the scale of objects in the field (Scale) is used to distinguish the Medium views from the Long views.
Both the CloseFB and the CloseNFB belong to the Close-up views, while they have different characterization. A CloseFB has simple background (grass) and a distinct big head. A CloseNFB has complex texture with a low grass-ratio, and the detection of big head is not robust due to noise (skin area) in its background. Therefore, we detect a big head to identify the CloseFB, and analyze the texture complexity to verify the CloseNFB. 
Feature Extraction

Field-ratio
Though the dominant colour of the soccer field is green, there exist some variations in different stadium and under different illumination. We analyze the colour histograms of hue and saturation in HSV colour space based on the beginning part of the video, and take account of a slight range centred the peak of histogram as the dominant colour of the field. Denote the means of the hue and the saturation of the field as H mean and S mean , respectively. The distance from a pixel f(i, j) to the field dominant colour is measured by a cylinder metric.
where H(i, j) and S(i, j) are the hue and the saturation components respectively. If d hsv (i,j)< T (T is a threshold), the pixel f(i, j) is classified into the field. The area ratio of the field and the whole image is taken as the field-ratio. We call the field-ratio Field for simplicity.
After image segmentation by the dominant color, morphological operation and connect-component analysis are performed to smooth and get the field region. Figure 4 shows an example, in which a frame with shadow is well segmented. 
Texture
The gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is used for texture description due to its capability in classifying stochastic textures. We use the GLCM contrast as the texture feature in this paper.
Head area
Each Close-up view has a big head. Our head area detection method is based on skin color and connectcomponent analysis.
1) Skin detection
We use a multi-variable Gaussian model [10] for skin detection. The probability of a given pixel lies in skin distribution is . We use the Bayesian rule to determine whether or not a pixel belongs to the skin area as: 
If ( | ) s p skin x T > , it is regarded as a skin pixel.
2) Head area verification Connect-component analysis on the segmented skin image is used to verify the head area. A qualified head area in a Close-up view must satisfy the constraints: (a) scale (height of detected area) should exceed a threshold; (b) solidity (ratio of the area to the min-max box) should be higher; (c) orientation (direction of the major axis) should be within a certain range. Figure 5 shows an example. 
Object size
Size of the objects in the field is used to discriminate the Long and the Medium views, because it approximately expresses the distance from the camera to the objects. The object scale estimation is composed by three steps: (1) field segmentation; (2) convex contour extraction of the field, which involves region filling, neighbor regions connection, and convex contour tracking [11]; (3) object segmentation and scale estimation. Two examples are displayed in Figure 6 .
Assuming the average height of the objects is H o , and the height of the field in an image is H f . The size of the objects is defined as H o / H f . 
Views Discrimination Properties
In order to obtain proper discriminative thresholds, we test the method on a large quantity of images and get the statistical properties of the features vs. view classes. According to the Bayesian theorem, it can be deduced through the prior probability and the class conditional probability density. To determine whether a view belongs to class 1 ω or 2 ω , we compare their posterior probabilities under the observation o :
The prior probabilities, Figure 7 shows the conditional probability densities with the observations of the Field, the T_Cont, and the O_Scale respectively. and Medium (blue).
U U
Replay Detection
There are logo transitions both at the start and the end of the replay segments. During the transition, a highlighted logo wipes in from one side and out from another side of TV screen. It typical lasts 0.5 -0.8 seconds or 15-24 frames (Figure 8 ). We try to learn the logo and use it to detect other replays in the same video. We first detect the logo transitions, and extract the logo template. Then we detect the other logos with template matching. Finally we determine the replays with logo pairing. 
Automatic Detection of Logo Transition
Logo transition detection is performed on the differences between the frames, which are characterized by the mean square difference of intensity (MSD). In order to smooth the differences between the frames, we carry out a median filtering on them. Figure 9 (a) and (b) illustrates an original MSD sequence and a processed sequence after median filtering respectively. Logo transition detection is performed through plateau-like pattern detection over the MSDs. The detailed procedure is described below [7] : 1) Compute the differences between the frames with the MSD, and conduct the median filtering operation.
2) Check the difference. If the difference exceeds a threshold T l , go to step 3), otherwise go back to step 1) for the next one.
3)
Count the number C d of consecutive frame-differences that exceed the threshold T l . If the counter C d exceeds a certain threshold T n , a logo-transition is determined. Otherwise go back to step 1) for the next frame. In a logo-transition, there is one frame that contains the clearest and the most complete logo. The logo is highlighted and located at the middle part of the frame, and it is vertically symmetrical. With this prior information, we take the frame with the minimum pixel-wise intensity difference of vertical symmetry as the replay-logo candidate frame.
(a) (b) Figure 9 : MSD sequence. Original (a) and posterior (b) sequence
Extraction of Logo Template
Because the logo is superimposed upon a frame, a logo candidate contains both the logo and the background information. In order to eliminate the background, we extract n logo candidates and take their average image as the logo template. The detailed procedure is: 1) Extract n logo candidates from n logo transitions, 1 2 , ,..., n f f f . All of them are taken account of a cluster.
2)
Compute the cluster centre c f , arg min{ ( , )}, 1, 2,...,
where is the distance (dissimilarity) between
3) Take the average of those candidates near to the centre c f as the logo template
0,1,..., 1; 0,1,..., 1 
Detection of Replay by Logo Template
With the logo template is extracted, we detect the logos by image matching with color and shape features. During the process, we use a sliding local window to examine the 2*w+1 successive frame differences. Let
is the distance between the logo template and the frame i f . { , is the frame difference sequence. We declare a detected logo at the frame
The difference is the minimum within a symmetric sliding local windows of size 2*w+1, i.e., ,
is the smaller than a fix threshold, and
The difference of invariant moments between l f and the logo template is small.
Two adjacent logos compose a pair. A scene sandwiched by a logo pair is deemed to be a replay if its length is smaller than a predefined threshold (this threshold is got by offline statistics).
Experiments
In the experiments, we first evaluate the performance of shot classification on frames, and then we investigate it on shots. The first experiment is to evaluate the visual feature extraction and discrimination. The second is to measure the real performance on shots, including replay-logo learning and detection.
View Classification Results
The testing data includes 6000 Table 1 . From the result, we can see that the CloseNFB has the best performance. The reasons are three folds: 1) this type of view is simple; 2) it has obvious discriminative appearance; 3) the features are easy to be computed. Most of the false classification of this type are classified into the Out-field. It indicates that the field segmentation and the field-ratio feature are robust than the texture feature. The second best item is the Long views, and the missing instances are all fall into the Medium type. The error is due to the threshold decision. Correspondingly, there are some Medium views are mistakenly regarded as the Long views. The performance of the Medium shots detection is the lowest. The Medium type is located at the last level of the decision tree, and there has a little accumulated errors. In addition, the object scale is not robust to discriminate the Long view and the Medium view, for it is hard to well segment the objects. 
Shot Classification Results
This group experiment is conducted on two complete soccer games, Cameroon vs. Germany (C_G) and England vs. Sweden (E_S) in the FIFA World Cup 2002. The ground truth is elaborately labeled manually. The performance is evaluated by Precision and Recall, and the experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
From the results, there is no false alarm but a little missing for the replay detection. The missing comes forth due to: 1) the extracted logo is the mean of several candidates, so it has a blur background (see Figure  10 ). 2) We use the whole image to measure the similarity between the candidates and the replay-logo, which degrades the real similarity. The Long shot type has the second best performance, and the performance of the Medium type has the lowest detection rate. The most false alarms of the Out-field are from the CloseNFB. Most false items in the Medium actually come from the Long and the CloseFB shots, which are due to inaccurate object size estimation and big head detection. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an effective shot classification method for soccer video. First, we identified the replay shots by automatic replay-logo learning, detection, and pairing. Then, for non-replay shots, we categorized them into the Long, Medium, Close-up, and Out-field shots through intrinsic features discrimination. In the future, we will consider shot transition context and couple with HMM to further enhance the performance of classification. We will also mine semantic events based on shot classification.
